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Abstract . For n + 1 particles moving independently on an oriented straight line, we study the 
question of how long the leading position of one of them can last. Our focus is the asymptotics of 
probability p(n,T) that this time will exceed T when n and T are large. It is assumed that the particle 
motions are described by independent paths of a stationary or self-similar Gaussian process.  The 
result for the stationary case with unite variance and  spectral function  f( ) in a regular situation 
looks as follows: L= log p(n,T) /(Tlog n)=-1/d+o(1)  where the constant d=2 f(0) provided that 
f(0) is the largest and finite value of f( ). The asymptotics of L were studied for the case of the 
fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with Hurst parameter 0<H<1. The constant –1/d was found 
as the lower bound of L for H=1/2 ( Kesten , 1991) and as the upper bound for any H (Li and Shao 
,2002). In addition, the asymptotics was considered as a sequential limit first by T and then by n . 
For processes that have negative correlations, the limit by T may not exist.  Therefore we consider 
the L-asymptotics   under condition logT<q log n<.CT with any C>0 and 0<q<1.  
Keywords. Exit time; Capture problem; Persistence probability 
 
1. Introduction and main result.  
   This paper deals with the pursuit problem for a random process )(tX . The problem 
involves a population of particles on a straight line consisting of a "pursued" particle and 
n  "pursuing" particles. The movements of the particles are given by independent paths of 
the process )(t , with the starting position of the pursued particle being in advance of the 
other particles by a fixed amount. The main problem is the distribution of the time  n  that 
it takes to capture the pursued particle. 
   The problem was the subject of a lively discussion for the Brownian case of )(tX in the 
1990-2010s. The issue as to the finiteness of the mean nE has turned out to be a 
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nontrivial problem. For the Brownian particles De Blassie [5,6] (see also [3])  has  shown 
that 
ncTTP n
 ~)(  , T                                                             (1.1) 
where  c depends on the initial particle positions,                                   
2/)1(4/)1(2 21  nnn    
and 1  is the first (principal) eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem (with zero boundary 
conditions) for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the subset nn SG 1  of the unit sphere 
1 nn RS : 
},...,1,0:),...,({ 001 nixxxxxG inn  . 
The estimation of 1  is a technically complicated problem; nevertheless, it has been shown 
working on these lines that the mean nE is infinite when 3n  [4] and that it is finite 
when 4n  [17]. Earlier, the finiteness of nE  for 5n  has been proved by another 
method, [11]. 
Kesten [9] raised the issue of the asymptotics of the exponent n and showed that 
in the Brownian case   
4/)1(ln)(   nn TTP , )(),( 00 nnnTT                                              (1.2)   
for any 0 .  
 The inverse estimate was found by Li and Shao [12, 13] who considered a more 
general model of )(tX , namely, the fractional Brownian motion (FBM) )(tBH , i.e., the  
Gaussian process with stationary increments of the form 
                         HHH stsBtBE
22))()((  , 10  H , 0)0( HB .                               (1.3) 
When 2/1H  , the process )(tBH is identical with Brownian motion. 
The Li and Shao result is as follows: for independent processes )()( tB iH   
  
)1()0()( ,}1,0,1)({ oH
i Hn
H TniTtBtBP   ,   T                    (1.4)   
and 
  nnd HnnHnnH ln/suplimln/inflim/1 ,,   ,                 
where 
    0 22/2/ )1( )2()1(2])([2 H HHdteeeed HtttHtHH  .                 (1.5) 
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The two-sided estimates of the exponent for the Brownian particles coincided, namely 
))1(4/(ln2/1, onn  . This enabled Li and Shao to hypothesize that for the general case 
of H we must have  
                                ))1(/(ln, odn HHn  .                                                                  (1.6)            
 Our goal is to prove relation (1.6), to extend it to cover a broad class of self-similar 
Gaussian processes, and to consider the limiting transition in which T and n are changed 
simultaneously.  The main result relates to the case when the particle motions are 
described by independent trajectories of a stationary Gaussian process. 
Theorem 1. Let },...,1,0),({ )( nitX i  be 1n  independent copies of a continuous 
centered Gaussian stationary continuous process )(tX with correlation 
function 1)0(),( rtr  and ).,0()(   dttrd   Consider 
  }0,,...,1),()({ )0()(, TtnitXtXPp
i
nT  .                                           
The lower bound. Let 
           a) 10,)(1 2  Htctr H ,          b) ),0()( 1  Ltr .  
   Then  
               )ln/(lninflim ,),( nTp nTnТ d/1 .                                                    (1.7) 
provided that СTn ln .                                              
The upper bound. Let  
c) 0,10,)(1 2  htctr h  .  
Under (b) condition, )(tX has a continuous spectral density )(f . Assume that 
 )0()() ffd  , e) )(f is monotonic for 0  , and f) locLf ,1)(ln  .  
Then 
 )ln/(lnsuplim ,),( nTp nTnТ d/1 ,                                                 (1.8)  
where T  and n  increase such that ,lnln nqT  with any fixed 10  q . 
   Remark. The common constant d/1  in (1.7), (1.8) will be considered as a leadership 
exponent. Obviously,  dttrd )( )0(2 f  and  dttrf )()(2   , i.e. the power of the 
zero-frequency )0(f is the largest value of  the bounded spectral function for any 
stationary process with positive correlations. For positively correlated processes, the 
results of [12] allow to prove the upper bound (1.8) without any restrictions on the growth 
of the parameters T  and n . 
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Self-similar processes. Initially, the pursuit problem was related to the fractional 
Brownian motion, i.e. to a h-self-similar (h-ss) process 0)0(),( XtX , for which the 
transformation )(tX )( tXh   with any fixed 0  does not affect the probabilistic 
structure of  )(tX . The Lamperti transformation, heeXX   )()(~  , maps the h-ss 
process )},1(),({ TttX   to a stationary process )ln,0(),(~{ TX   , and results in the 
following equality    
0)))ln,0(~()0)),1(((  TMPTMP nn ,  
where }1,),()(max{)( )0()( nittXtXM in  , and the similar notation 
)(~ nM corresponds to )(~ )( iX . 
Theorem 1 can be applied to the pursuit problem for the h-ss process on ),0( T  , if the 
asymptotics of )1),0(( TMP n  and )0),1(( TMP n  are identical. The following statement 
describes sufficient conditions for this equality. 
Theorem 2. Let )(tX },...,1,0),({ )( nitX i  be 1n  independent copies of a continuous 
centered Gaussian h-ss process }0{)0(, X . Let ))(,( TnT  such that Tn  ln)(   
where )(n is an unlimited growing function and 0 . Assume that the limit range of 
values of  )ln)(/()0),1((ln TnTMP n
  is ],[   .  Then the limit range of values of 
)ln)(/()1),0((ln TnTMP n
 is contained in ],[    under the following conditions: 
there exists a linear functional  )()(
0 ,
)0(
,  T TnTn sdsX   such that  
              ,1)()(ˆ
)0(
,,  sXEs TnTn   Ts 1 and )ln)((:ˆ 2,2, TnoE TnTn   .     (1. 9) 
The conditions (1.9) with  )ln)((lnˆ
2
, TnoTCTn
   are met if the spectral 
measure )(dF  of the dual process )(~ X  is such that 
    ,)( dCdF .                                                                       (1.10) 
In Theorem 1,   ,)( CddF . This case is realized, if 
0)1,( 1
0
  dtttrd h  and ),0()1,( 11  Lttr h ,                                    (1.11) 
 where )()(),( sXtEXstr   and 1)1,1( r . 
Remark. The existence of the function (1.9) in the condition  (1.10) actually follows from 
[7] . 
Corollary. The pursuit problem for the fractional Brownian motion )(tBH has asymptotics   
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 }1,0,1)({ )0()( niTtBtBP HiH ))1(/(lnlnexp( odnT H                (1.12) 
 with the Li-Shao constant Hd   in (1.5). In contrast to (1.4), it is assumed here that the 
asymptotics is realized under conditions TCnqT lnlnlnln  with any fixed 0C  and 
10  q . 
 Proof.  The requirement (1.9) can be realize explicitly using the random variable )1(2 HB  for 
which  1,1)1(1)( 22  ttttBE HHH , 42 E . The conditions of Theorem 1 are easily 
verified because they relate to the correlation characteristics of the fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process )(~ HB  . In this case, the correlation function  2/])([)( 22/2/ HtttHtHH eeeetr    is non-
negative and   
0),(2/1)( 22  ttOttr HH  ; )(2/)( )2()1( HtHttH eOHeetrH   , t . 
 In addition, the spectral function of )(~ HB is strictly positive: 
0)()cosh()( 2   iHсf HH ,  
where )( is the Gamma-function. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.  
2.1. The lower bound of nTp , , СTn  ln1 . 
Let }0),(sup{ TttXM T  . Since processes },...,1),({ )( nitX i  are independent and 
)}({)}({ tXtX
d  , we have for any 0a  
}1,0,)(,)({ )()0(, niTtatXatXPp
i
nT   
             nTT aMPaMP )]()[(     .                                                         (2.1) 
Estimate of )( aMP T  . 
Obviously, )( aMP T  )),0(,)(( TtatXP  . For any continuous centered Gaussian 
process, the Gaussian correlation inequality [10,18] implies 
)),0(,)(( TtatXP  },)({ ii tatXP   , ),0( Ti  . 
In particular, for )1,(  iii , mT    and a stationary  process )(tX , one has 
 )),0(,)(( TtatXP mtatXP )],0(,)(([  . 
Recall the concentration principle for the maximum of a continuous centered Gaussian 
process )(tX , [15]. Suppose    is the median of  )),0(),(max(   ttXM distribution, 
2
0
2 )]([max)( tXEt   and  )(x  is the standard Gaussian distribution, then for 
any 0  
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                ))(/()(  MP   .                                                                       (2.2) 
Given that   MttXm
d  )),0(),(inf( and applying (2,2), we have 
               )()()0,)(( amPaMPtatXP   )()( aMPaMP    
 ))(/)((21  a ,    a  ,                                                 
where )()(1)( xxx  .  
In the stationary case, 1)0()(2  r . Since 0),2/exp(5.0)( 2  xxx , we have 
 )0,)(( tatXP )2/)(exp(1 2 a  ,    a                    (2.3) 
 
 By setting 
  na ln2 ,      )1/(  nn ,                                                     (2.4) 
we have  
 nT aMP )]([ mntatXP  )],0(,)(([  /)/11( nTn    
                   
TTn en   )1()/11(                                                (2.5)  
 Estimate of  )( aMP T  . 
 Due to assumption (b), there exist the spectral function )(f  of )(tX , which is 
continuous and strictly positive  near zero frequency, i.e.  
                         )0),(min{)(  ff 0)()2()0( 1   dttrf  , 0 .  
For this reason for small  , we can decompose the spectral measure into two nonnegative 
terms )()()(   cfff  , where    1)()( ff  .Therefore we can consider the 
process )()0( tX as sum )()()()0( tttX с   of two independent stationary processes with 
spectral functions  )(f and )(сf respectively. Such trick is effectively used in [7]. 
Given the independence of the decomposition components, we have  
)( aMP T  }0,)()({ TtattP c    
                                        )1(  aMP T )1( cTMP ,                                                  (2.6) 
where }0),(sup{ TttMT    . 
Estimate of )1( cTMP . 
By assumption (a),   
                    HttcttrtXtXE 22121
2
21 )(1(2))()((  . 
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 Since 222 )()()( cEEXE   , we have Hc сE 22)(  . Under this condition, the 
Talagrand's theorem [19] guarantees that 
                        )./exp(}0;)({
/1 H
c CKTTtСtP                                                (2.7) 
with some 0K . In our case, .1С  
Estimate of )1(  aMP T . 
The process )(  has finite spectrum and is not correlated at the points  /k . 
Therefore it admits the Kotelnikov-Shannon representation through discrete white 
noise }{ n : 
  
)/()sin()( 
  Sn
n
Zn
n 
 

,                                (2.8) 
where )(2   f .  
In terms of the normalized random function )(tS the probability under consideration is 
            )1( aMP T  TQTtatSP  :}2/,0)({ ,                               (2.9) 
where  /)1(  aa  and  /TT  .  
Following [2], consider for odd N  
                
)(
)(sin)(
2/ nt
nttg
Nn
N 
 
 
 ,                                                                       
              
)(
)(sin)()(
2/ nt
ntaatS
Nn
nN 
 
 
 ,       
)(
)(sin)(
2/ nt
nttR
Nn
nN 
 
 
 .       
Then 
)()1)()(1(1)1()( tRtgaatSatS NNN    .                     (2.10) 
Lemma 3. There exists a constant 0с such that   
                       ),(:)/(1)(
2/ NeTNctg NN                                                (2.11)          
  for  2/2/ NТt   . 
Proof. Following [2], we represent )(tgN   by the contour integral  
  KN zzt dzi ttg  sin)(2sin1)( ,                                        
where K  is the boundary of the square of size N , centered at the origin. On the sides of 
K  that are parallel to the x axis one has 
2/z Nt    ,    Nz  coshsin 2  . 
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The analogous estimates for the sides of K that are parallel to the y axis are  
          z t 2/)( TN  , )Im2cosh(sin 2 zz    . 
Substituting these estimates into the integral, we obtain (2.11).                                   
                                                                                                                                               □ 
 Let us return to (2.10).  Taking into account the independence of the terms in (2.10) and 
the inequality (2.11), we can estimate (2.9) as follows: 
}2/),,()1(2/1)1({   TtNaatSPQ NT   
          
)2()1(:}2/,2/1)({  TTN QQTttRP   .                                  (2.12) 
Suppose that 
4/1),()1(  Na  .                                                                (2.13)  
Then 
}2/,4/1)1({)1(  TtatSPQ NT  . 
The function )1( atSN is obtained from )0(tSN  by shifting the i.i.d. random variables 
}2/,{ Nnn  by the constant )1( a  . Therefore we can continue  
                             
2/)1( 21   aNeeE N , 
where  
}2/,4/1)0({ TttSNN   and   2/)1( Nn na    .  
Since )0(nSNn  , the event N  entails  4/1n , 2/Tn   .  
Therefore  
        4/)1)(1( Ta ,     2/2/)1( NnT na    . 
By the Schwartz inequality     
       EeeEeeE NN 1)1( 22/2/ )2/)()1exp((1 2  TNaeE N  . 
Hence,  
)1(TQ   2/)1(4/)1)(1(
2
1  aNTa eeeE
N
2}]2/,4/1)0({[ TttSP N            
       ]4/)1)(1(2/)1)(2(exp[ 2   TaaTN  .                         (2.14)  
Applying again the Talagrand’s theorem [19] to the process )0(tSN , we get 
                        
TKT
N eeTttSP 11
-K}2/,4/1)0({                                               (2.15) 
 Accordingly [2],  
 )2(TQ   }2/,2/1)({ TttRP N  T-N/1 с .                              (2.16) 
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 Putting the above inequalities (2.5),(2.7),(2.14)-(2.16) together yields 
        nTp , }4/)1)(1(2/)1]()(2[2exp{ 21   TaaTTNTKKTс      (2.17) 
for 1 TN .  
To choose the appropriate , we recall all used constants 
               /TT  ,  /)1(  aa ,  )(2   f  ,   na ln2 ,             
and  our assumptions  : 
         )1( a 4/1])/([ 2/   NeTNc  , and   .1 TN                           (2.18) 
Here 1,T, n  as well as a  and a are large numbers. It is not difficult to see that we can 
satisfy (2.18) by setting   СaTN    with some 0.С   
Then the argument of the exponent in (2.17) taken with the sign (-) is 
  )/1(1(2/)())((
23
 aOaTaOoKT                                                               
 )ln/(1())(2(ln)/((ln)( 12/3 nOfnnOTO    .                 (2.19) 
Putting 1ln6 n , we have  
))/(ln1))((2/(ln)(lnexp( 3/22
4/.7
1, ncfnTncсTp nT    .                                               
Assume that СTn ln , then 
 ))(2/())(ln(1)(ln(exp( 3/24/1,    fnTcnTp nT  ,                                  (2.20) 
where .0)(ln),1()0()( 6/1   noff   
□  
2.2. The upper bound of nTp , , nqT lnln  , 10  q .  
We start from two lemmas:  
Lemma 4,[14]. Let },...,1,{ nii  be a centered Gaussian stationary sequence with a 
correlation function )(ir such that 1)0()(max 1  riri  . Then for any 
subsequence },...,1,{ )( niik    
))1/(exp()1()(},...,1,{ 2
1
2/12
)(     arcaiaP n iik .             (2.21) 
 
Lemma 5.  Let )(tX be a centered Gaussian stationary process with the continuous spectral 
density )(f . Assume that 
 )0()() ffa  , b) )(f is monotonic for 0  , c) locLf ,1)(ln  ,  
and },...,1,{ mii  are i.i.d. standard Gaussian variables. Then for any real numbers },{ ix  
   )2/exp(),...,1,(},...,1,)({ mAmixPmixiXP iii   ,          (2.22) 
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 where    
1)](/)0(2ln[sup /    ffA ,  0   ,                                (2.23) 
 )( is the average value of  )( in the interval ),0(  , and   
2
  )1()0(2 of   , 0  .                                                    (2.24) 
Proof. The sequence )({ kX is stationary and has spectral function  
)/)2((2)/()(
1
11      k kfff ,    .                     (2.25) 
By assumptions (a,b), )0()/( ff   and for 0)2/(    
   )2/(101 )(2)/)12(()/)2((   dfkfkf kk  .                                           
Therefore, putting )(2sup0
2   f , we get 
)]()/(2[sup0
2   of    )1()0(2 of    ,   0 .                     (2.26)   
Consider mm  matrix mjim jirR  1,)]([  . Because )(2sup02   f , we have 
the following relation for the quadratic forms  
     dfexR m ikkm )(),( 21xx 2221 ),()2/(    xx  dexm ikk .  
  Thus, for the nondegenerate case of  mR                               
 ]2/),exp[-( 1xx mR ]2/),(exp[ 2xx . 
The last one means that for any }{ iu  
miii QmiuPmiuiXP ),...,1,(},...,1,)({     
 where },...,1,{ mii  are i..i.d. standard Gaussian variables, mmm DQ /2  and 
mm RD det .  
As known [8], 1
2 /  mmm DD  is the mean-square error of the )0(X  prediction based on 
}1,...,1),({  miiX  data. Moreover, 12 /  mmm DD decreases and converges to the value
  })(ln)2exp{( 12    df   . 
Since, )/()( 1  ff  we have 
   mmmmD )(... 2212 12  mdfm    })(ln)/(exp{ /0 . 
Therefore    
  mmm DQ /2   })(ln)/(2/exp{)( /02/2   dfmm  . 
This estimates also proves the nondegeneracy of the matrix mR . According to (2.26), 
 )1()0(22 of   , 0 .                                                    
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Hence for small   , )2/exp( mAQm   with 
.  A  1))(/)0(2ln()/exp{( /0   dff   
Obviously, A can be replaced by a non-decreasing function of 
1   represented by (2.23). 
□ 
Proof of the upper bound. We discretize the time in increments of  so that mT   and 
m is integer. Let },...,1),({ )( nitX i   be independent copies of stationary process 
TttX 0),()0(  with the covariance function )(tr and ],...,1),(max[)( )( nitXtM in  .  
Then 
}0),()({ )0(, TttXtMPp nnT  },...,0k),()({ )0( mkXkMP n      
  })(,...,0k),()({
)0(  nn MmkXkMEP  . 
Lemma 5 allows replacing the process )0(X  with a sequence },...,1,{ mii  of  i.i.d.  
Gaussian variables. For this reason, 
nTp , )2/exp(},...,0k,)({ mAmkMP kn    )2/exp(: , mAJ mn  ,         (2.27) 
where A is given by (2.23).  
Let    },...,1,{# mkanka     , aa m   , and   1 . Then     
   )(, mPJ amn   )2()1(:};,...,0k,)({ nmnmakn JJmmkMP     .                       
Since  a is a binomial random variable with parameters m  and )/( nap  , we have   
 mn
mmm
mmk
kmkk
mnm acppCppCJ



  )]/([2)1()1( 1][]2/[)1(    , 
mmm
nm pрJ  2)1(][)1(  mna  )]/([  , (if 2/1p  ). 
Note, that 0),1(2   od ,    )0(2 fd   ;    mT    , and  
    0,]/[)( 0
2/1 2   uuCeuuc u   .                                                   (2.28)  
Hereinafter  and other parameters depend of n  and therefore the notation )1(o  means 
that 0)1( o  as n  . 
For any   ))1(1(ln22 onan  we have 
}2ln))1(/(lnexp{ 1)1(   TodnTсJnm ,                                              
)}lnln())1(/(lnexp{ 1
1)1( ncTodnTсJnm   . 
Hence    
))}1(/(lnexp{)1( odnTJnm   if    )lnln/(ln/1 nno  , )1(o .                  (2.29)  
Moreover 
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            )1(1(/ln)]2/exp(ln[ )1( odnTTAJ nm   if   )(ln/ noA  .                      (2.30) 
 
Estimate of )2(nmJ . 
 Let nkia avikI i  :,...,1,{ . Then 
)2(
nmJ };,...,0k,)({ mmkMP akn      
       },}{;,...,1p,)({
)( mIknakXP aaini
p    
                   
n
aaini mIkakXPE }],}{)({[   . 
Applying Lemma 4 and remembering that mT   , we can continue 
n
anan mmacaE a ]))1/(exp()1()([
22/12    
 nnnn
T WWaTca ][:))]1/(exp()1()([ 21
212/12     , 
where )(sup trt   .  
Now we will refine na  by defining it as the root of the equation  10,)(
1   nan  . 
It's easy to see that   
))1(1(lnln2ln2)1(2 onnan   , 
 i.e. ))1(1(ln2
2 onan   provided that )1(o . In this case   
)exp()/1()]([1 TnnnaW
nTn
n
Tn    .                                                   (2.31)  
Now we estimate nWW ]/1[ 12 . First of all, 
))1/(exp()/1( 11   nTnnW T  
                             )2exp(
1 qn ,    if nqT lnln   ,  10  q  .             (2.32)                
Let   1  and   2/1)(   , then 
12 /WW )2))1(1(lnln2ln)2/1/()1(exp()(/ 1 qnonncT                                            
)1)2/1/()2/(lnexp()(/1     ncTn ,      0nn  . 
By setting  4/   , we get 
))(/~exp(]/1[ 4/12 
  nTсWW n . 
Given (2.31), we have 
)2(nmJ nWW ][ 21  )]~(exp[ 12/14/4/    nсnT  , 
where ))(1(inf trt   .  
Assuming that  
              htсtr 2)(1 , ;10,0  h  n ln1  ,  12 h ,                              (2.33)           
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we will have   hh ncc 22 )(ln   . It follows that  
         )1())(ln)(lnexp()~ )1(211
12/14/ onncсnс hh     . 
Hence )2(nmJ  ))]1((exp[ 4/ onT  )( )1(nmJo . 
It remains only to fulfill the requirements (2.29) and (2.30).i.e., )lnln/(ln/1 nno , 
)(ln/ noA  . By definition (see 2.23),  /A  is unlimited strictly increasing function 
of 1 . Therefore we can choose n   as the root of the equation   )(ln/ nA  .  As a 
result, we get /1   )(ln/ nA  . The proof is complete.  
 3. Proof of Theorem 2. 
 In proving theorem 2 we will follow the author's work [16]. 
The lower bound. Let )(tX be a continuous centered Gaussian h-ss process 0)0( X , 
},...,1,0),({ )( nitX i   are  independent copies of )(tX ;  )(nM is the maximum of the 
process }1),()(max{)( )0()( nitXtXtM in   on the interval    and )(nG is a far right 
position  of )(nM on   . Suppose that  
))1(1(ln)()0),1((ln oTnTMP n     as )(, TnT ,                    (3.1) 
where 0 and )(n .  
For any 0, Tnс , 
))1,0(,1),0(()1),0(()0),1(( ,Tnnnnn cMTGPTGPTMP     
                  ))1,0(( ,Tnn cMP  ))1,0(()),0(( ,, TnnTnn cMPcTMP  .                      (3.2)        
The h-ss property of )(tX  entails 
)1),0(()),0(( ,  TMPcTMP nTnn ,        hTnTcT /1,  .                         (3.3) 
In addition, the independence of processes )}({ )( tX i  gives )(2)()(
)0()0()( tXtXtX
d
i  . 
Hence  
())1,0((: ,, nPcMPR TnnTn  )]10),()([max( ,)0()1( TncttXtX    
                  )2/)10),((max( ,
)0(
TncttXnP  . 
Appling the concentration principle to the maximum of the process )()0( tX ,[15],  we get 
for  large Tnс ,   
                      )/)2/(( ,,   TnTn cnR ,                                                               (3.4) 
where   is the median of the ))1,0(),(max( )0( ttX , and     
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1)1(max)]([max )0(210
2)0(
10
2   EXttXE htt . 
Consider   
                       TnAс Tn  ln)(4/)( .2,  ,   A .                                                                 
Then for large ),( Tn        
                      ))]1(1(ln)(exp[)2/)2/exp(( 2,, oTnAcnR TnTn    . 
 Hence.  by (3.1)                    
 ))0),1(((,  TMPoR Tn  .                                                                       (3.5) 
Collecting (3.2), (3.3) and(3.5) together we have 
T
T
Tn
oTMP
Tn
TMP





  ln
ln
ln)(
))1(1)(0),1((ln
ln)(
)1),0((ln  . 
 Assuming TCnс  ln)(   and taking hTnсTT 2/1)ln)((    into account we get 
hh TCTTTcT 2/1/1 )(ln)(ln     and    )1(1ln/ln oTT  . 
Hence                   
 
   Tn
TMP
Tn ln)(
)1),0((lninflim ),(  . 
The upper bound.  
Now we estimate )1),0(( TMP n from above using upper bound  of 
)ln)(/()0),1((ln TnTMP n
 . Let 1)(ˆ , sTn , Ts 1  be the function, described in 
Theorem 2 and  ).(ˆ)()( ,
)0()0( ttXtX Tn  In addition,  
          }1),()(max{)( )0()( nitXtXtM in    and     )(max)(  tMM ntn  . 
Obviously, ).()0(  nn MM  One has 
}0)),1(({)},0(),(ˆ1)({}1)0),0(({ ,   TMPTtttMPTMP nTnnn .             (3.6) 
The function )(ˆ , sTn is the admissible shift of the Gaussian measure related to the 
process )()0( tX on the interval ),0( T , [15]. Therefore, (see[1],[16]), 
2/ˆ0)0),1({ln}0)),1({ln ,Tnnn TMPTMP   ,           (3.7) 
where  Tn,ˆ is the norm of the shift as an element of the Hilbert space with reproducing 
kernel )()(),( )0()0( sXtEXstr  , [15]. According to the assumption, 
)ln)((ˆ , TnoTn
  . By (3.6) and (3.7),  
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2/}0)0),1({ln}0)),1({ln}1)0),0(({ln ,TnTMPTMPTMP    . 
Let us divide all the elements of this relation by Tn  ln)(  and proceed to the limit 
aiming appropriately ),( Tn  to infinity. As a result, we get the desired estimate 
         TnTMP ln)(/}1)0,0(({lninflim . 
Existence of  )(ˆ , tTn . Let us consider the Lamperti transformation, 
)(:)()(~   LXeeXX h    of the   h-ss  process )(tX . Assume, that TH  and T~H~ are the 
Hilbert spaces with the reproducing kernels associated with the processes ),0(),( TttX   
and )ln
~,(),(~ TTX  respectively. Then the mapping  L ~ is an izometry 
of the spaces TH and T~H
~ .  The paper  [7]  contains an example of ~ -element  of 
H~:H~  such that  
]~,0[,1)(~ T   and   TH dFc ~/10 12~ )]([~   
where )(dF  is the spectral measure of the stationary process LXX )(~   . Assuming that 
0,)(    dсdF  ,  we get 
21- ~L
H
 TСTС
H
 ln~~ 2~   ,  
where  H:H and 
1)(ln~)( 1   httLt   , Tt 1  . 
Assume that )(ˆ t  is projection of )(t  on HHT   . Then )()(ˆ tt    on ),0( T  and 
)ln)((lnˆ 22 TnoTC
HHT
   . 
The element )(ˆ t  is the desired functional )(ˆ , tTn .  
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